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Preface

The system of conferring honorary doctorates at Uppsala University has its origins in the conferment ceremony of 1839, when promoter, P.D.A. Atterbom, poet and Professor of Aesthetics and Modern Literature, first made this possible. Recipients of honorary doctorates can be researchers – primarily from other countries – or people with whom Uppsala University has established close connections. They can also be people without doctorate degrees whom the university wishes to link to the research community.

The Faculty of Educational Sciences was established in 2011. The faculty consists of the Department of Education (EDU), the Centre for Educational Leadership (RUT), the Centre for Professional Development and Internationalisation in Schools (FBA), Education for Sustainable Development (SWEDESD) and the Forum for Cooperation with the School Community (FoSam). The faculty offers graduate studies within three fields: education, curriculum studies, and sociology of education.

The faculty has decided to present the honorary doctors appointed after 2011 by printing the lectures they gave in connection with the conferment ceremony. Honorary doctorates in Educational Sciences have been awarded since 2004. The complete list of honorary doctorates can be found in Appendix I.

Through this publication, the Faculty of Educational Sciences aims at both contributing to research in the field and providing readers with an opportunity to access the wide range of work encompassed by Educational Sciences.

Uppsala, March 2017

Professor Elisabet Nihlfors
Dean of the Faculty of Educational Sciences
Diplomas given out to graduating doctors. Photo: Mikael Wallerstedt.
A Call for an Ethnography of Childhood

Marjorie Harness Goodwin (2014)

Introduction
What I would like to consider today is the importance of ethnography for understanding children's lives. In particular, today my focus is on children interacting with other children in the peer group. As sociologist Leena Alaenen (1988:924) has said:

The child ... remains for social theory negatively defined, because s/he is defined only by what the child is not, but is subsequently going to be, and not by what the child presently is. The child is depicted as pre-social, potentially social, in the process of becoming social – essentially undergoing socialization.

The peer group is an important institution for learning language and culture, as cultural anthropologist Browislaw Malinowski (1973:283) noted:

In many communities, we find that the child passes through a period of almost complete detachment from home, running around, playing about, and engaging in early activities with his playmaker and contemporaries. In such activities, strict teaching in tribal law is enforced more directly and poignantly than in the parental home.

Linguist William Labov (1970:34) has commented that “It is the local group of children’s peers which determines this generation’s speech pattern”. The unit of analysis for studies of social cognition, as psychologist Marilyn Shantz (1983) has proposed, is activities, as within activities we see the child not simply as a knower about the social world, but as an actor in it. With the focus on activities we can directly study directly processes of social relations in the actual interactions of the child and others, rather than using experimental paradigms, which she views as “poor analogs of actual social interactions and meaningful social contexts” (Shantz 1983:497).
Piaget and hopscotch as a situated activity system

Early work on children’s activities was shaped by Piaget’s writings about children’s games. He proposed that “the legal sense is far less developed in little girls than in boys” (Piaget 1965:77). He felt that none of the games that girls played were as complex with respect to the organisation and codification of rules. His example of a simple girls’ game was the game of hopscotch.

I set out to see if this was in fact the case, doing fieldwork among a number of children’s groups: African-American working-class children in urban Philadelphia, African-American migrant farmworkers’ children in rural South Carolina, middle class White children in Columbia, South Carolina, an ESL class in Columbia, South Carolina, Latina and Korean children in downtown Los Angeles, and a group of children of mixed social classes and ethnicities at a progressive school in Los Angeles.

I considered games such as hopscotch a form of situated activity system, defined by Goffman (1961:96) as a “somewhat closed, self-compensating, self-terminating circuit of interdependent actions.” As Sacks (1995:490) noted, “Games provide central environments of learning about ‘interchangeability of personnel’ as well as ‘activity-relevant’ positions. Janet Lever, a sociologist following Piaget’s lead, argued that “girls’ turn taking games progress in identical order from one situation to the next. Given the structure of these games disputes are not likely to occur” (Lever 1978:479). However, Lever neglected to consider the role of the judge, the person who is scrutinising every move of the jumper in the midst of play. As soon as a mistake is made, stepping on a line or jumping inappropriately through the grid, the judge in the Latina group in downtown LA calls “OUT!” and does so with high-pitch and distinctive intonation contours (see figure 1).

Latina girls make use of a low high-low pitch contour, jumping dramatically to nearly 700 hz (where girls’ normal voice range is 250 hz) and with extended vowels. The judge makes a very deliberate point towards the girl whose move she challenges and then provides a demonstration of the inappropriate move, physically moving through the grid. As we know from work with reported speech (Goodwin 1990), the reported action demonstrating movement of the prior player through the grid, can be transformed.

Turning to a hopscotch game played by African American migrant workers’ children, we find a dramatic pitch leap as the party who is argued to have hit the line denies it with “I AIN’T HIT NO LINE!” The pitch of the denial reaches nearly 800 hz. This move also is followed by a judge’s demonstration, a re-enactment and a tapping on the line where the jumper
reputedly hit. Next the jumper challenges the judges with a play hit towards them and an insult: “Shut up with your old-fashioned clothes!” (see figure 2).

In both Latina and African-American groups, girls hold one another highly accountable for their actions in the game. I found that White girls used highly mitigated language in their noticing of an offense in response to someone stepping on a line of the grid. Girls would say, “I think that’s sort of on the line though.” With utterances, such as “Your foot’s in the wr(hh) ong(hh) sp(hh)lot.” they blamed a foot rather than the jumper for the mistake and further mitigated their calls by including laughter in their noticing of an offense. Girls excused the mistake with statements such as “You accidentally jumped on that. But that’s okay(hh).” The White girls neither pointed at the violator nor assertively re-enacted the prior move. Thus, across

Figure 1: Calling “Out!” through heightened pitch and point.
girls' groups we find variation in how peers hold one another accountable for their actions.

```
Tara: You cut
Joy: No I'm not.
Tara: You hit the line.
Crystal: Yes you did. You hit the line. ((pointing))
Tara: You hit the line

Joy: I AIN'T HIT NO LINE.

Alisha: Yes you did.
Crystal: You did. You s-
Joy: No I did n't.
Alisha: Yes you did.
Crystal: Didn't she go like this. ((re-enacts J's jump))
Joy: ((does a challenge hit towards Alisha))
Alisha: You hit me.
Crystal: You did like this. ((points to line))
Joy: Shut up with your old fashioned clothes.
Crystal: You did like that. ((pointing to line where Joy's foot hit))
Tara: Yeah you hit that line right there honey. ((taps line))
```

Figure 2: Dispute in hopscotch with re-enactments.
Children's notions of justice following violations of the social order

Piaget's notion of males' concern for justice permeates research until even now about divergences between males and females. Gilligan's influential book *In A Different Voice* (1982) chronicled two different moral imperatives, with males concerned with justice (equality, reciprocity and fairness) and females, an orientation towards care, the idea of attachment, loving and being loved, listening and being listened to, etc. These stereotypes get repeated in sociologists' views that boys are interested in aggressive achievement-oriented activities, while girls value social and nurturing roles (Adler and Adler 1998:55). Finally, psychologists such as Leaper and Smith (2004:993) argue that girls are more likely than boys to use language to form and maintain connections. These types of evaluative commentaries get replicated and repeated in the popular media, as we see in *As Good as it Gets*, where a young secretary asks the writer Melvin Udall (played by Jack Nicholson): “How do you write women so well?” He responds, “I think of a man. And I take away reason and accountability”.

In work, I did studying African-American children in Philadelphia (ages 4–14), girls and boys were frequently in each other's presence and girls could hold their own in arguments with boys. There were striking differences in the types of accusations used by boys and girls. Boys were quite direct, as in the following:

**Figure 3:** Boys' accusations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Accusation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malcolm</td>
<td>You took the <em>hangers</em> that I took off your <em>bed</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William</td>
<td>Boy you broke my <em>skateboard</em>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee</td>
<td>Y'all just changed the whole <em>game</em> around!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent</td>
<td>You messin up my <em>paper</em>!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Boys’ accusations dealt explicitly with violations in the midst of their game activities and pastimes. Girls’ accusations, by way of contrast, were more indirect. They concern an important offense in the girls’ culture, talking about someone behind her back:

He-Said-She-Said Accusations

Annette to Benita: And Tanya said that you said that I was showin’ off just because I had that house on.

Bea to Annette: Kerry said you said that (0.6) I wasn’t gonna go around Poplar no more.

Barbara to Bea: They say y’all say I wrote everything over there.

Considering the rotation of participants throughout the statement, we find that the party who was initially talked about becomes the plaintiff in a confrontation stage. Talking about someone in her absence is considered a grave offense by the girls. The plaintiff or accuser reports what was told her by an intermediary party or instigator, about what was (reputedly) said by the defendant about the plaintiff in her absence.
Through the way in which the girls report the offense, they have built into the action an alliance of “two against one.” As Ruby stated in the midst of a he-said-she-said confrontation:

Two Against One

Ruby:  Well I'm a get it straight with the people. What Kerry, It's between Kerry, and you, (1.0) See two- (0.5) two against one. Who wins? The one is two.=Right? And that's Joyce and Kerry. They both say that you said it. And you say that you didn't say it. Who you got the proof that say That you didn't say it

Figure 5: Biography of positions created in he-said-she-said accusations.

Figure 6: Warrant for the accusation: 2 against 1.
Stories in the he-said-she-said event

To understand how stories are used to promote this event consider how Goffman’s deconstruction of the speaker in his article on “footing” (1979) is relevant here to understanding how events can get reinterpreted through storytelling. On one occasion as Bea and I were sitting on the steps of her house, a boy skated by. She commented, “That boy have ugly sneaks. Don’t he”. When I responded “mm yeah” she next shouted out “HEY BOY. THAT GIRL SAY YOU HAVE UGLY SNEAKS!”

\[\begin{align*}
&\text{Bea:} \text{That boy have ugly sneaks don’t he.} \\
&\text{MHG:} \text{Mm Yeah} \\
&\text{Bea:} \text{HEY BOY} \\
&\text{THAT GIRL SAY YOU HAVE UGLY SNEAKS!!}
\end{align*}\]

*Figure 7: Reported speech and re-enactment in gossip.*

Bea is the originator of the statement I agree with; she is both the sounding box and animator of a statement about the boy skating by. However, through her report of my agreement to her statement, she transforms me into the party who authored the insult, indeed as the principal party held responsible for the negative talk. In order to create drama and bring into being a future confrontation, the instigator tells a series of stories. In the following example, Bea animates an absent party (Kerry) disparaging the current hearer, Julia. She quotes Kerry as having said “If that girl wasn’t there you wouldn’t be actin all stupid like that.”
In response Julia challenges the depiction Kerry made of her: "But was I actin stupid with them?" (line 9). Bea continues the story, trying to elicit commentary from her interlocutors which will commit them to carrying out a confrontation. When Bea reports that Florence had said that Julia had said “Ah: go tuh-,' somp'm like that.” Julia responds “No, I didn’t.” (lines 11–12) in a soft voice. Next a hearer who was not a character in the drama provides her own commentary with a generic statement about the absent party: Kerry *always* say somp'm. When you jump in her face, she gonna deny it."
A multi-party alliance is built by reporting how others in the past stood up to the party being disparaged. Bea reports on how Kerry had excluded Julia’s name on a hall bathroom paper for a number of girls to go together: “But she ain’t even put your name down there. Me and Martha put it down.” When Kerry said, she didn’t want to have Julia’s name on the pass (line 46), Bea stood up to her saying that in a similar situation she would have included her name (line 48). In response to the report, the teller seeks to elicit from the hearer a promise to confront the party who disparaged her.

Julia’s next move to the report was the statement, “I'm a tell her about herself today” (line 63). Once such a statement has been made it counts as a commitment to carry out the future confrontation. Failure to do so can result in girls saying that someone backs down or moles out or “swags.”

Figure 9: Hearers’ talk in response to story in gossip event.
Notice that the ethnographer could not have elicited the types of narratives that occur here because she does not occupy a position in the he-said-she-said activity!

What we find a family of stories related through time and reflexively embedded within the he-said-she-said activity. Reports of promises to confront result in future hypothetical stories about what the party talked about, the offended party, might say: “Can’t wait to see… action. I laugh if Kerry say I wrote it, so what you gonna do about it?” (line 1–7). In addition, the plaintiff speaks with other girls about complaints against the defendant and harvests a host of stories that can be used in next moves to the defendant’s possible denials.

Figure 10: Building alliance and indirect solicit of promise to confront.
He-said-she-said events are built not only to address the offense of talking about someone behind her back, but also to sanction those who position themselves above others in the group. The accusation statements and stories within the he-said-she-said provide a leveling mechanism, a vernacular legal system, designed for dealing with girls who violate group norms. Girls' actions within this activity, counter to Piaget, display keen attention to notions of appropriate moral rules of conduct. Girls' adjudications of offenses can take place over months and are much more extensive than the ways boys handle violations.

Figure 11: Family of stories in he-said-she-said.
Constructing inequality through one-upmanship and forms of degradation

While Gilligan’s notion of a “care orientation” has dominated much work on children’s moral development, recently this view of the vulnerable girl has been replaced by the notion of “mean girl” (Gonick 2004:395) in public consciousness. Psychologists talk about how the aggression of girls is practiced by excluding girls and in a covert rather than overt way (Archer and Coyne 2005:215; Rigby 1997:20).

However, fieldwork I conducted with a multicultural multiethnic group in Los Angeles found that girls ages 10–12 were not always so covert. Forms of asymmetry and inequality were features of the girls’ social organisation, as also has been reported initially by Norwegian social anthropologist Sigurd Berentzen (1984) and Swedish scholars (Evaldsson 2007; Evaldsson and Svahn 2012; Svahn 2012; Svahn and Evaldsson 2011), and Americans looking at preschools (Kyratzis 2007). Girls in the group I studied constructed inequality through the way they made reference to signs (clothing, cars, houses) that indexed their social class. For example:

“You can play tennis every day in the Dominican.” “My mom’s side of the family they own three houses.” “I’ve taken ten this year and it’s only April.”

While the girls made claims about their access to luxury items, they considered one of their classmates who followed them, Angela, who was African-American and working class, not even worthy enough to join in a jump rope game. Notice in the following frame grab that she is seated across the table, somewhat at a distance from other girls. When Lisa said “I’m gonna go get the jump ropes” Janis called out to Angela “You’re last” When Angela protested with “I’m first” the girls said “No NO:: You’re not here.

You’re not even here!”
The girls read the status claims that girls who put themselves above others and challenge them. They use laminating verbs such as "she thinks" and then state the valued status that a girl claims by virtue of a sign display that warrants attribution of the claim. Consider the following utterance: "Janis thinks she's popular because she stays up to date. She likes the Spice Girls, She has Spice Girls everywhere. She wears the most popular clothes—"

Figure 12: Positioning Angela as an outsider.

Figure 13: Problematizing status claims.
By stating “She thinks” a speaker is problematising and undercutting the claim being made: being “up to date” because one wears Spice Girls clothes and has Spice Girls paraphernalia. Thus we find actors with quite complex mental lives being construed through the sign displays that they make.

When these girls position themselves in this way they are open to challenges by girls in the group who talk about them in their absence. On one occasion Janis excluded three girls, including Angela, from playing softball because Janis’s boyfriend, who was organising the game, told Janis she could only have three girls playing on the field. In response, the excluded girls, Sarah, Aretha and Angela, yelled insults from a distance towards Janis: “I HATE THOSE PANTS! THEY’RE UGLY!” (lines 12, 15). This resulted in Sarah and Aretha affiliating with each other in the midst of talking negatively about Janis: “Oooooo! Girlfriend!” (line 16).

**Alignment in Assessment Sequences**

1. Angela: Tell me naturally
2. Sarah: Do you really like Janis?
3. Aretha: Janis does everything that’s trendy.
4. Aretha: Cause she stays up to date.
5. Sarah: Look at her pants.
6. (2.0)
7. Sarah: I don’t like being trendy.
8. Angela: She’s not even matching.
9. Aretha: To tell you the truth.
10. Sarah: I got this three years ago. Trust me.
11. Aretha: I HATE THOSE PANTS! (yelling towards Janis)
12. (0.8)
13. Aretha: THEY’RE UGLY! (0.8)
14. Sarah: Ooooo! Girlfriend! (looking at Aretha)
15. Aretha: They are. Look at ’em.

*Figure 14: Sanctioning putting oneself above others.*

When Angela attempted to join, saying “They look like Shaka Zulu”, (line 21), she was ignored. Aretha and Sarah produced hand slaps or high fives (lines 27–31), affirming their converging assessment about Janis.
In order to participate Angela had to reach over the shoulders of Sarah in order to join in with the celebratory hand clap.

![Figure 15: Affirming a converging negative assessment.](image1)

Often she was excluded from their games or lunch conversations as is visible from her seating positions, further from the main group.

![Figure 16: Angela's distal participation.](image2)
While in the past example insults were hurled from some distance to someone who put herself above others, in the next example we find that Angela is degraded in the presence of others. When she begins to eat pudding with her tongue she is told that her actions are disgusting. The girls produce loud response cries and remove their bodies from the table, positioning themselves away from her.

**Girls’ Insult**

1. Angela: *When you grow up, you gonna to be working*
2. at Pick and Save.
3. Girls: *ah hah hah y hah HAH HAH HAH HAH HAH!
4. Sarah: *So? Are you going to be working?*
5. Emi: *You’re not even going to be working!*
6. (Linda): *(At Sears.)*
7. Sarah: *I know!*
8. Angela: *So? You gonna be-
9. Linda: *You can’t find a job anywhere.*
10. Melissa: *Angela you’ll; you’ll have to be-
11. You’ll (hh) be-
12. You’ll be cleaning out the gutters.
13. Emi: *(Everyone will; eh heh heh!)*
14. Girls: *eh heh hh hhh hh!
15. Angela: *Well that’s better than working at Pick N Save.*
16. Emi: *(Everyone will reject you.)*
17. Kathy: *Chimney Woman.*
18. Melissa: *(As if the gull(her)ters are going to accept her (smile voice)).
19. Angela: *At least I don’t eat jello.*
20. Girls: *Ah ha hah hah!*

*Figure 17: Angela’s position at the periphery.*

*Figure 18: Degrading Angela through insult.*
And while ritual insult is frequently about aspects of the other that are not true (Evaldsson 2005; Labov, 1972), in interactions with Angela, the girls select features that are real rather than fictional to depict Angela, arguing that she is not going to be working (or if so, at a low-class store), not being able to find a job, possibly cleaning out the gutters. Indeed, the negative person descriptors that are selected tell us much about valued features of culture. In Sweden among boys of working class immigrant background negative person descriptors include being poor, having limited Swedish language proficiency, dressing like a girl, or being like a “Gypsy” (Evaldsson, 2005).

Conclusion

Bullying, a worldwide problem (Sanders 2004), is usually not investigated ethnographically. Psychologists such as Pellegrini (1998:166) argue that:

The time has come in our study of bully-victim relations to complement self-report and laboratory methods with direct and indirect observational methods of youngsters functioning in the natural habitats in which these problems occur.

As psychologists (Shweder et al. 1987:16) have said:

Despite the fact that morality deals with decision making concerning what is appropriate, fair, and right to do in a particular situation, for the past thirty-five years, the psychological study of morality has focused attention on reasoning about moral situations rather than on moral action itself.

Close ethnographic analysis of the language practices used by children problematises many of the stereotypical notions textbooks proliferate regarding girls’ and boys’ lives. Ethnography allows access to the lived experiences of children interacting with their peers. We discover that girls exhibit a heightened concern with rules in games, with notions of justice and a concern for equality, reciprocity and fairness. They put into place elaborate vernacular processes for sanctioning those who violate their local community norms. In dealing with peers, they can also practice elaborated processes of exclusion and bullying, exhibiting anything but a tendency towards the “care orientation” hypothesised by Gilligan. The value of ethnographic study is that we can hear the voices of the children themselves as they articulate their social organization for each other. This permits a more nuanced view of children’s social worlds on streets and in playgrounds.
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